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Scattering of electrons in metals by impurities possessing a spin is considered at finite temperatures. 
The problem is solved with the aid of the unitarity relations for the scattering amplitude and its ana
lytic properties. An expression for the scattering amplitude, valid throughout the temperature range of 
interest, is obtained. A relation between the amplitude and the one-electron Green's function in the ap
proximation of small impurity concentrations is also indicated. The problem of impurity conductivity 
is then considered. The expression for the conductivity significantly depends on the sign of the spin
dependent part of the interaction between the electrons and impurities. When this sign is positive the 
conductivity at T = 0 is a maximum and when it is negative the conductivity has a sharp minimum. The 
latter circumstance permits one to qualitatively explain the experimental data pertaining to the maxi
mum of the resistance of a number of alloys containing impurities with spin. At high temperatures the 
expression for the conductivity is essentially the same as that previously derived by Kondo. [2J 

IN an earlier paper[1 J (henceforth cited as I) we inves
tiga.ted the scattering at zero temperature of an electron 
in a metal by an impurity having a spin. In the present 
article we generalize the results obtained in I to the 
case T * 0. The obtained expressions for the scattering 
amplitudes are valid in the entire region of tempera
tures of interest. It is possible to calculate with their 
aid the impurity conductivity of the metal. At high tem
peratures, the expression for the conductivity coincides 
essentially with the result obtained by Kondo. [23 At low 
temperatures, the expression for the conductivity de
pends on the sign of the constant which determines the 
spin part of the interaction with the impurity. In the 
case when this constant is positive, a simple approxi
mate formula is obtained for the conductivity, valid for 
all T, and coinciding with the expression for the con
ductivity obtained from Abrikosov's paper;[3 J if T = 0, 
then the conductivity is maximal in this case. However, 
if the interaction constant is negative, it becomes pos
sible to obtain approximate formulas only in the region 
of low and high temperatures, and at T = 0 the conduc
tivity is minimal. In the intermediate region, numeri
cal integration is necessary in order to calculate the 
conductivity. 

We define, in analogy with the case when T = 0, the 
scattering amplitude in the following manner: 

F:5~M (E, k,k') = _!__ ) dtdxdye-ik'x+ikYeiEt 
4n ~ 

x(M'Ir((i:t -HoJx1Pc.·(x,t),1Jlc.+(y,O) )IM)( i :1 -no) ,(1) 

where (M'I ... IM) = (M'ITref3(F-H) •.. 1M), H is the 
complete Hamiltonian of the system, and the operation 
of taking the trace pertains only to the electronic vari
able systems, and not to the impurity spin projections. 

Unlike the definition in I, we have introduced one of 
the derivatives with respect to the time under the T
product sign; it is easy to verify that both definitions 
coincide on the energy shell (Ek = Ek' = E). However, 
as will be shown below, off this shell expression (1) is 

correct. We confine ourselves henceforth, just as in I, 
to the case of a pointlike scatterer, and disregard ac
cordingly the dependence of the scattering amplitude on 
the vectors k and k'. 1> 

For T = 0 the expression for the scattering ampli
tude was obtained by starting from the matrix element 
of the S matrix (M'k'll! IS IMkll!). With the aid of a simi
lar procedure we can show that 

( M' Is+ ( ak'c.'Sai!;. - aita.Sak'C.' + sa: .. ak'a' 
(2) + M'M 

- ak'a'akaS) IM) = 2:n:ill(Ek -Eh·)4:n:V-•Fa'" (Eh); 

in the left side we have carried out here a Gibbs aver-
aging with Hamiltonian Ho. We note in this connection 
that it is actually perfectly immaterial whether the 
averaging in formula (1) is with the aid of H or H 0 ; 

this follows directly from expression (2), by virtue of 
which the averaging is carried out at the instant of time 
t = - oo, when, in accordance with the usual assumptions 
concerning the adiabatic switching off of the interaction, 
both Hamiltonians coincide. 2 > 

We introduce besides F also the retarded and ad
vanced scattering amplitudes FR and F A• which can 
be obtained from the definition (1) by replacing in it the 
T -product by the retarded anticommutator and by the 
advanced one with the minus sign respectively. For all 
three amplitudes there exist integral representations 
analogous to the ordinary Lehmann expansions for the 
Green's function (see Appendix I), and with this, just 
as for the Green's function, 

It follows from these representations that 
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l)formally it follows from the fact that the operator 1/1 satisfies 
the equation (i o/ot- H0 )1/l = vl/1, where V(x)- 6 (x). 

2)This can be verified also formally, by going over in (I) to the in
teraction representation and then carrying out the calculations by per
turbation theory with the Hamiltonian H with the aid of a technique 
similar to that of Konstantinov and Perel' [4 ]. 
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FR(E) =A(E+ill) +B(E+iii)SIJ, 

FA(E) = A(E- i6) + B(E- ib)SIJ, (4) 

where S is the spin of the impurity, a are Pauli ma
trices, and A and B are analytic functions of the com
plex variable E with a cut along the real axis from 
zero to infinity, where 

A(E-ib) =A*(E+i6), B(E-i6) =B*(E+i6). 

The function FR is connected in simple fashion with 
the single-electron Green's function GR. We shall now 
show that in the limit of low impurity concentration we 
have the equality 

GR-1(p,E) = Go-1(p,E) + 4rt~(E + i6), (5) 

where n0 is the concentration and GR. is the usual re
tarded single-electron Green's function. Just as in I, 
we assume that m = 1/ 2 , and neglect the interaction of 
the electrons with one another. 

Let us consider first the single-electron Green's 
function in the case of one center: 

GR(x,x') = -W(t- t')(M'J {..p(x), ..p+(x')} JM). 

For it, obviously, there exists the equation 

( i.!....-n.) GR(x,x')(-i!,-n.) =1\(x-x')(-i.!,-n.) 
i}t X at X' at x' 

-i~(t-t') <M' l{(i :t-H0)1jl(x),1jl+(x') }IM)(-ia:,-Hot 
(6) 

from which we can easily obtain, with the aid of the def
inition of FR, the expression 

GR(x, x', E) = GoR(x- x', E)- 4rtFR(E)GoR(x,E)GoR(x', E), (7) 

which is valid, of course, only in the case of a pointlike 
center. It is essentially this equality which justifies the 
introduction of the amplitude FR by the method de
scribed above. On going to the case of many centers in 
the approximation where the density of these centers is 
small, each center should be taken into account only 
once. A procedure which is perfectly analogous to that 
described in the book of Abrikosov, Gor'kov, and Dzya
loshinskii, [51 leads after averaging over the projections 
of the impurity spins to the formula (5). 

Suhl has shown[61 that when T * 0 there exist for the 
amplitudes A and B the following unitarity conditions: 

ImA = k[JAJ 2 + JBJ 2S(S + 1)], 

1mB= k[AB* +A*B- JBJ'(1-2n(E'))]. 
(8) 

Here, and also everywhere throughout, unless specially 
stipulated, we assume that E = E + i6. It should be 
noted that Suhl has made a number of unjustified as
sumptions in the derivation of these formulas. In 
Appendix I we present a derivation of (8) that dif-
fers from Suhl's derivation. At the same time, there 
exist simple considerations that justify formula (8). 

In I, in calculating the imaginary part of the ampli
tude, we discarded the contribution from the multipar
ticle intermediate state, basing ourselves on the fact 
that such states correspond to a small phase volume. 
On the other hand, all the terms of the perturbation
theory series for the retarded scattering amplitude can 
be divided into two classes. The first includes those 
terms in the series which contain only the integrals 

over the single-particle intermediate states, that is, 
which can be represented in the form 

St. (k', k.) (Ek,- Ek·)-1/.(k,, kz) (Ek,- Ek·)-1 

X fs(kz, ks) (Ek,- Ek·)-1 ••• dk, dkz dka, (9) 

where the functions fi do not contain integrals of mul
tiparticle intermediate states,3 > for example integrals 
of the type 

S dq, dqzdq,Z(q~, CJz, qa)-t}(q,- kF)-t}(qz- kF) 
X ~(kF- q3) (Eq, + Eq,- Eq,- E)-1, 

(10) 

which correspond to three-particle states. All the re
maining terms of the perturbation-theory series belong 
to the second class. It is obvious that summation of the 
series terms of the first class should lead to a scatter
ing amplitude which satisfies the single-particle uni
tarity condition. Conversely, by "solving" these equa
tions by perturbation theory we reproduce only 
those terms of the series which pertain to the first 
class. 4 > 

We note that such a solution can be obtained only for 
the amplitudes FR and F A• but not for F, since it is 
necessary during the course of the solution to recon
struct the amplitude from its imaginary part with the 
aid of the dispersion integral, which is possible only 
for analytic functions. 

Thus, an analysis of the unitarity condition at T = 0 
makes it possible to formulate a prescription for se
lecting the principal terms of the perturbation-theory 
series, and its "solution" is essentially a method for 
their summation. 

Perturbation theory was not applicable for T = 0, 
owing to the divergence of the integrals over the inter
mediate states near the Fermi surface, since the inte
grands contained the functions -'(EF- E). It is obvious 
that at finite temperatures, in all such integrals the 
step functions -'(EF- E) are replaced by n(E). It is 
clear that the unitarity condition to which these terms 
contribute will differ from the unitarity condition at 
T = 0 in that -'(E - EF) is replaced by 1- 2n, which 
indeed leads to (8). As to the perturbation-theory series 
containing multiparticle intermediate states, the uni
tarity condition for them will again give a small contri
bution, since the smallness of the phase volume is re
tained also when T * 0. To this end it is sufficient that 
the temperatures be small compared with the degener
acy temperature. 5 > When T * 0 generally speaking, ad
ditional terms of the perturbation -theory series can 
arise, but since the contribution from them vanishes at 

3)We note that in our case f; are complicated functions of the energy. 
4)The method of such a "solution," and also the proof that the solu

tion variant chosen in I for the problem can be obtained by summation 
of items of the perturbation theory series, will be published separately. 
We note also that this problem was solved in a recent paper by Suhl and 
Wong [7 1 by a method which is close to the method of the present paper. 
However, the solution obtained in [7 1 does not correspond to the Hamil
tonian used in I and in the present article. This is clear already from the 
fact that the expression obtained by Suhl and Wong for A decreases as 
E -+ oo like E"1 , and not like E"112 • Inasmuch as the authors have actually 
employed the assumption that the interaction is pointlike, it is not clear 
whether there exists in general a reasonable Hamiltonian to which the 
solution obtained by them corresponds. 

SlWe shaH find below the scattering amplitude satisfying the condi
tions (8) forE, particularly forE far from the Fermi surface, where 
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T = 0, allowance for them goes beyond the limits of ac
curacy. 

We now proceed to determine the scattering ampli
tude, starting from the conditions (8) and the analytic 
properties of A and B. The calculations will be car
ried out here in full analogy with the corresponding cal
culations of I. 

We introduce in lieu of A and B the new amplitudes 

a,.= A+ 8B, a- =·A- (8 + 1)B. (ll) 

with the aid of (8) we obtain for them the equations 

Im a±= k{ /U±/ 2 ± 2 (S + '/2+ '/.) Ja+- a.._J2n(E)} 
(28 + 1) 2 • (12) 

We write a± in the form 

1 . 
U± = 2ik (1J±e2'6±- 1). (13) 

By virtue of (12) we have 
(8+'/2± 1/2) 

TJ±2= 1 ±2 (28 + 1)2 (TJ+2+TJ-2-21)+1J-COS2(1l+-ll-)]n(E), 

from which, in particular, it follows that 

(8 + 1)TJ+2 + STJ-2 = 28 + 1. 

We introduce in lieu of a± the complex scattering 
phases 

k r dE1 ln 1J±2 (E1 ) I i' 
«Jl±=- 4n ~ k1(E1-E-ill) = «Jl± -2ln1J±• 

i'l± = V± + qJ±I· 

Here, obviously, the functions 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

U±1 = ~[(2ikU± + 1)e-2iq>± -1] = ~(e2i\o± -1) (17) 
2'k' 2'k 

will be analytic and the entire complex E plane, with a 
cut along the real axis from zero to infinity, and for 
them the "elastic" unitarity condition 

(18) 

holds. Therefore, on the basis of the same considera
tions as in I (see also the footnote 4> ) we have 

U±1='tz±(1-iktz±)-•, V±=arctgktz±. (19) 

It will be shown below that the quantities a± in these 
formulas should equal the corresponding quantities 
from I. 

Just as in I, following Suhl/8 J we introduce the func
tion 

U= 1+2ikA= 28+1+2ik[(8+1)a,.+8a-] 
B a,.- a... • (20) 

for which we get by virtue of (8) and (12) 

u(E +ill) - u(E- ill) = 2ik[1 -2n(E) ]. (21) 

Therefore u(E) can be represented in the form 

the argumentation concerning the smallness of the phase volumes of 
the multiparticle state is incorrect. However, this is immaterial to us. 
First, actually we need the scattering amplitude only when E "" EF, 
and second, multiparticle intermediate states appear in scattering by 
impurities only near the Fermi surface, just as the "Kondo effect," 
they are, in particular, missing when EF = 0. 

4k2 r n(k12) 
u(E)=P(E)-- Jdk1 k' . +ik=u1(E)+ik[1-2n(E)], 

n o 2-k2-'ll 
(22) 

where P(E) is a rational function. 
From (20), with allowance for (13) and (16), it fol

lows that 
e2i('l'+-<~'->=e2i(Y_-o~ u+2ikS (23) 

u-2ik(8+ 1) 

From this equality, taking into account the definition 
(16) of cp±, we get 

TJ+z u1Z+E(28+1-2n)2 

11-2 uf2+E(28+1+2n)2 (24) 

Solving this equation together with (15), we get 

2 _ u12+E(28+1+2n).2 
TJ±- u12+E[(2S+1)2-4n(1-n)] 

(25) 

In the determination of T/ ~ we used the equality of 
the moduli of the right and left sides of (23). The equal
ity of the argument allows us to determine the function 
P(E) which enters into the expression for u. This is 
done literally in the same manner as in the Appendix 
of I. With thus, assuming that kF I a± I « 1, the correc
tions to the expression obtained there for P(E) turn 
out to be of the order of T2 , and in our case go beyond 
the limits of accuracy. We therefore assume, just as 
in I, that 

· 1 4k... a+ - ll-
P(E)=-b (1 +a+ll-E)---:--, b=--

•• 28+1. (26) 

We shall show below that a+ and a_ determine the 
scattering amplitude at high temperatures, where it is 
not necessary to take into account the "Kondo effect" 
and therefore perturbation theory is valid. Accordingly, 
the a± are equal, apart from small correction terms, 
to the Born scattering amplitudes. 

Summing all the results obtained above, we can final
ly represent the solution of the problem in the form 

U± = 2~ [TJ±e21(v±+'~'±'>- 1], V± = arctg ka±, 

1 k fdE1 lnTJ±2 (E1 ) 

«Jl± = -4,:; * k1 (E1 -E) ' 

'11±2 = {[ 1 + a+a-E _ 4k ... b _ 2bk2 l(E) ]2 
.n nk ... 

+Eb2(28 + 1 + 2n) 2 }{[ 1 + a+a-E- 4~b - ~~ l(E) r 
+ Eb2[(28 + 1)2- 4n(1- n)] f', 

n(k12 ) 
l(E)=2kF idk1 k12 _E. (27) 

0 

Just as when T = 0, the obtained solution has no singu
larities for complex E lying on the physical sheet. 

If we expand the solution in a series up to terms of 
second order in a±, we get 

2b2( · 1 1 )1 dE1n(E1)k1 
a±=a±+iktz±2'+-l 8+-+- J · (28) n \ 2 2 0 (E1-E-ill) 

With the aid of (28) we can easily obtain a formula for 
the amplitude F: 

F =a+ bSa + ik(1- 2n)[a2 + b28(S + 1) + (2ab- b2)Sa] 

[ 2b2 cdE1n(E1)k1 J + n ~ E1-li: + 2b2kni(1- 2n) Sa. (29) 
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Exactly the same expression for F is obtained also 
from (2) with the aid of perturbation theory. 

The function I(E) which enters in (27) is investigated 
in detail in Appendix II. From formula (A.II.a) it fol
lows that I reaches a maximum when E = EF, equal to 
ln (8EFy/1rT), where y = exp C (C-Euler's constant). 
Therefore the quantities 7Jf can be expanded in a ser
ies in a± and b, if the inequality 

(30) 

which is a criterion for the applicability of perturbation 
theory to our problem, is satisfied besides the condition 
kla±l « 1. 

We are interested in the behavior of the amplitude at 
E ~ EF. With this, exactly just as in I, the difference 
from the results of perturbation theory for the phases 
cp~ is the result of the integration region near the Fer
mi surface. Because of this, it is possible to greatly 
simplify the expressions for cp~ and 1J! and represent 
them in the form 

{[ 1~2 + (nT)' ( ~ )]2 ( ng )2 } 
1]±2 = 1- gln EF - ga T + \Z (2S + 1- 2n)2 

where 
2kpb [ 4kpb J-1 

g=-n- 1--:rt-(1-ln2) ; 

a( T~ J= r dte-112(~--1 -)cos~. (32) J t 1- e-t 2nT 
0 

In the derivation of (31) we used expression (A.ll.8) for 
I(E). We shall now calculate the conductivity. The gen
eral expression for it can be written in the following 
manner (see, for example, the book by Zimanl9 J ): 

(33) 

where .At' is the density of the conduction electrons, 11o 
the density of the impurities, and atr the "transport" 
collision cross section. In our case there is only s
scattering and therefore the cross section atr coin
cides with the ordinary cross section, for which we can 
write the expression6 > 

where 

a= 4nfiAI 2 +S(S + 1) IBI 2l = ~ImA, 
k 

(34) 

ImA = 2k( 2; + 1) [(S + 1) (1-1J+cos 2/J+)+ 8(1-'1- cos 2/L(~l~) 

We shall first calculate L; at high temperatures, when 
the condition (30) is satisfied. In this case 1)! ~ 1, 

6) The fact that the scattering cross section is determined by the 
amplitude FR generally speaking calls for justification. That this is 
indeed the case it is easiest to verify by recalling that the conductivity 
can be expressed in the form of integrals of Green's functions, the ex
pression for which contains FR and FA, but not F (from more details 
see [3 ]). 

cp~ « 1, and using (27) we get 

(ImA)-1 ~ ~{1-~ 4bkp [2 + _1_1(~) ]}, 
kpO"o O"o :rt kp (36) 

where a0 = 47T (a2 + b2S(S + 1)) is the Born scattering 
cross section, and a 1 = 47Tb2S(S + 1) is the spin-depend
ent part of this cross section. Substitution of this ex
pression in (33) yields after straightforward but very 
cumbersome calculations the following result: 

(37) 

where I;0 = e 2.~V(n0kF a0)-1 is the conductivity calculated 
in first order perturbation theory. We note that expres
sion (3 7) is written in a form such that it does not de
pend on the system of units chosen by us with m = 1/ 2 • 

The same will hold true also for all the subsequent for
mulas for the conductivity. Formula (37) makes more 
precise the result obtained by Kondo, l2J whose method 
does not make it possible to determine the numerical 
factor under the logarithmic sign.7 > 

We now proceed to the region of low temperatures. 
In this region it is necessary to consider separately 
two cases: b > 0 and b < 0. The first case is simpler 
and we shall start with it. 

For positive g (the sign of g coincides with the sign 
of b), the bracket containing the logarithm in expres
sion (31) for 7Jf is larger than unity for all t and T; 
these quantities can therefore be represented in the 
form 

1J±2 ~ 1 =F 2n2g2( S + ~ =F~ )n(~) ( 1- gln l'~' ~;nT)'r". (38) 

This expression is written with logarithmic accuracy; 
we have neglected in it the quantity a(UT), which is of 
the order of unity compared with the large logarithm. 

With the aid of (38), the phases cp± can be written 
as follows: cp: = Scp0 and cp _ = - (S + 1)cp0 , where 

m- ng2 C d~'n(~') \/1-gln l'~'2+(nT)2)-2 (39) 
" 0 - 2 i (~'- ~) EF • 

- F 

By virtue of (33), cp0 (t) must be known when t ~ T. We 
break up the integral that defines cp0 into two parts: 
from -EF to -CT, and from -CT to ""• where C » 1 
but g ln C « 1. In the first region, the integrand can be 
written in the form t'- 1 (1- g ln [t'JIEF)-2 • The cor
responding integral can be usually calculated, and we 
get for cp0 the expression 

00 

1 { 1 gln(CT/EF) g d~'n(~') ( 1 l )'~'2 +(nT) 2 )-2} 
cpo=-ng2 · + ---1 -g n----- . 

2 g1-gln(CT/EF) --'lir(~'-~)' EF 

(40) 
The second term of this expression can be neglected, 
as can be readily verified by recognizing that in order 
of magnitude it is equal to 

7) The parameter b is connected with the constant J, which deter
mines the interaction in Kondo's paper [2], as follows: b = mJ0./27r, 
where n is the value of the unit cell; with this 2bkp /1r = (3/2)Jm.0 /Ep, 
wherem-0 =m.n is the number of conduction electrons per unit cell. 
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where C1 ~ 1 and t~T. In addition, in the approxima
tion in question it is meaningless to take into account 
the quantity C under the logarithm sign. By virtue of 
these circumstances we can ultimately represent cp0 in 
the form 

(41) 

Substitution of (40) and (41) in (35), followed by sub
stitution of the result in (33), leads to the following ex
pression for the conductivity: 

_ [ o1 gL(2- gL) ]-' (42) 
!-!o 1+ o0 (1-gL) 2 ' 

where L = ln (T/EF). When g I L I « 1, expressions (42) 
and (37) coincide, with logarithmic accuracy. In addi
tion, (42) is exactly equal to the expression for the con
ductivity following from r31 • This is caused by the fact 
that when g > 0 the results of the present paper, and 
also of I, coincide with logarithmic accuracy with the 
results of r31 • 

In the opposite limiting case g I L I » 1 we have 
E = E0 aof(a0 - ad, that is, the conductivity is maximal 
and its value is the same as if there were no spin
dependent part of the interaction. This result coincides 
fully with the result obtained in I. 

We now proceed to the case b < 0. In this case it is 
impossible to obtain an expression analogous to (42) 
and valid at all temperatures, since the quantity 1- gL 
can vanish. We shall therefore consider separately two 
regions of temperature: high temperatures (1 - gL 
» lgl) and low temperatures (gL- 1 » lgl). 

In the region of high temperatures the phases cp~ can 
be calculated accurately just as when b > 0, and the ex
pressions for the phases coincide in both cases (only the 
constant C which enters into the intermediate manipu
lations should satisfy the conditions C » 1 and 
gL(1- gL)-1 ln C « 1). As a result, the conductivity is 
described as before by formula (42), which, however, 
is more convenient now to rewrite in the form 

{a2 + b2S(S + 1)]V 
(43) 

The second term in the denominator of this expression 
should be small compared with unity and not with a1tit-, 
and therefore already in the region of applicability of 
(43) there are temperatures for which E « E0 , that is, 
the resistance increases strongly. 

We now proceed to low temperatures ((gL- 1) » 
I g 1). To calculate the phases cp± , we break up the in
tegration region into two parts, just as when b >0 (now 
the constant C should satisfy the conditions C » 1 and 
g(gi- 1)-1 ln C « 1). As a result it turns out that the 
integrals from -CT to co are negligibly small, the in
tegrals from -EF to -CT can be readily calculated 
with logarithmic accuracy, and for the phases we have 

, n ngS 1 
IP+ = -2-Sbkp+-2-· 1-gL ' 

-'=!!_+(S+1)bk- ng(S+ 1) 1 - (44) 
cp 2 F 2 1-gL 

With the aid of these expressions we obtain for the 
conductivity 

_ oo[ 22 (ng)2 S(S+1)] (45) 
! - !o-;,;;- 1 +kpa + 2 (1-gL)2 ' 

where am= 41T/kit- is the maximum possible value of 
the cross section on the Fermi surface. We see that 
since a0 « am, we get E « E0 and the conductivity 
reaches a minimum at T = 0. 

The obtained results are in qualitative agreement 
with the experimental data, according to which the re
sistance of the number of metals containing impurities 
with spin has, in the case of low impurity concentra
tion, a maximum at T = 0 (see, for example, the book 
by Zimanr91 ), but this maximum is by far not as sharp 
as follows from (45). This is apparently connected with 
the fact that the radius of the impurity i0 is actually not 
small (r0 ~ kF.l), and, in addition, there are no grounds 
whatever for assuming that the interaction of the elec
tron with the impurity is small. Therefore the partial 
cross sections with the given values of the orbital an
gular momentum l ~ 1 should be of the order of k:f'2 

even far from the Fermi surface, and consequently 
they cannot increase very strongly as E - EF· 

In conclusion, the author is grateful to S. L. Ginz
burg for a large number of interesting discussions. 

APPENDIX I 

In this Appendix we derive Suhl 's unitarity condition 
(8). Using the standard technique, we obtain for the re
tarded scattering amplitude the following expression: 

F M'M (E)_ 1 ~ --{E -F)IT ( ja!n•rrJd;,..,; + j:n<~,Ja'mn ) • 
Ra'a - 4n·L.Je • Emn-E-i6 Enm-E-i6 ' 

n,m 

~A.I.1) 
The indices n, n', and m denote here the states of the 
system, including the impurity spin projection; the 
states n and n' differ only in these projections, which 
are respectively M and M'. 

From (A.I.1), in particular, it is easy to obtain an 
integral representation for F1, analogous to the corre
sponding representation of I, from which follow the 
statements made in the main text concerning the ana
lytic properties of the functions A and B. The wave 
functions of our system are of the form 

(A.I.2) 

where .Pn(r1 ••• rN) is the antisymmetrized product of 
plane waves corresponding to the fact that at infinity 
the influence of the center can be neglected, and 
+~1 > (r1 ••• rN) is part of the wave function describing 
the scattering. Obviously, for large ri the functions 
+:W decrease, which reflects the fact that far from the 
center its influence on the system is small. We note 
also that the wave functions (A.I.2) contain v-N 12 as a 
common factor, where V is the volume of the system. 

We now consider the matrix element 

jnm =(!lin, j!llm)+ (!lln,j'l'.\!))+ ('I'~) ,j!llm)+ ('I'~) .f'F~) • (A.I.3) 

Since j decreases the number of particles in system 
by unity, each of the terms in this formula can be rep
resented in the form of an integral in all N coordinates 
of the electrons which are contained in the state n. 
With this, the integrand expression in the first term 
(A.I.3) has a part that remains finite for large ri. The 
integral of this part makes the principal contribution, 
when V - co, to the expression for the matrix element 
jnm• inasmuch as in integration over all the ri there 
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arises a factor yN which cancels precisely the same 
factor in the denominator. At the same time, the inte
grands which correspond to the three remaining terms 
(A.I.3) decrease for large values of q and therefore 
there occurs no such cancellation of the volumes, and 
their contribution to jnm can be neglected when V- oo, 

Thus we see that the matrix element jnm can be calcu
lated by using the wave functions of the unperturbed 
problem. 

The foregoing considerations, of course, are valid 
only for states which pertain to the continuous spec
trum of the system. At the end of this Appendix we 
shall discuss the question of bound states and we shall 
show that they are immaterial to us. 

From (A.I.1) follows the inequality 

. M'M 1 "' • . .+ !(Fa+-Fa)wo: = 2 L.J ell<F-E.l{<'I(Emn- E)Jo:•n•mlo:mn 
nm 

+ <'I (Enm- E) jd;.•rrJo:•mn}. (A.I.4) 

By virtue of the foregoing, the matrix elements of the 
operators j and t can be calculated with the aid of the 
unperturbed wave functions. The energies En and Em 
are obviously also the energies of the ordinary states 
of an ideal gas (it was shown in the main text of the ar
ticle that in the calculation of FR it is possible to carry 
out the Gibbs averaging with Hamiltonian H0). 

Let us consider the contribution made to (A.I.4) by 
the single-particle intermediate states. In this case in 
the first term the state m will differ from n in the 
presence of one additional particle with momentum k1 
and spin projection a 1; in addition, the spin projection 
of the impurity M1 in the state m will also differ from 
the corresponding projections in the states n and n'. 
To the contrary, in the state m the particle (k1, a 1) will 
not appear in the second term. We then get for the ma
trix element ja, 

io:•n•m = (n'jj.,.ah;o:, jni) = ~ ~ dxeihx (n'jk¢!, (x) jn1) lxo=-oo 
iV 

=- _! ~ d•x~eihxtt(-x0)(n'j {"¢!,(x),jo:•(O)},jn1) 

l'V ox0 

=- ~ ) d•xeiEt (i_!_- Ho \}-tt(t) (n'j {j.,.(t) ,"¢~, (x,O)} j n1) 

iV ot 
4n n,M'Ma = --=-Faa•a, (E). 
l'V (A.I.5) 

We have taken into account here the fact that there is 
no particle (k1, a 1) in the state n', therefore (n' I ak1a 1 
= 0; in addition, we used the fact that the impurity is 
pointlike. The quantity FRn,li1'M1 differs from the re-

a a1 
tarded scattering amplitude in that there is no Gibbs 
averaging in its definition F~ and FR coincide when 
T = 0. 

Using (A. I. 5), and also the analogous expressions 
for the remaining matrix elements, we can write (A.I.4) 
in the form 

"( ) M'M 2:rtZ "' •• n,M•M, +nM,M 
! Fa+-Fa a•o: =--y- L.J e"'F-Enl{Fao:•o:, Fao:,o: (1-nh,) 

k1a.1M1n 

(A.I.6) 

We have introduced here the additional factors 
nk and 1 - nk (nk = 0 and 1), which emphasize the 1 1 1 

fact that in the first term in the initial state the~e is no 
particle with momentum k1, and in the second term 
such a particle must be present in the initial state. 

It now remains to carry out the Gibbs averaging in 
(A. I. 6). We shall show now that the factors Fl\ and 
FR,n can be averaged independently. In fact, according 
to (A.I.5), F~ is expressed in terms of the diagonal 
matrix element of the operator R = {ja(t), 1/!~ 1 (x, 0)}. 
Obviously, this operator can be represented in the form 

R = ~ V-• ~ C,(pi ... p,; q1 ... q,)at, ... a~ aq,· .. aq . (A I 7) s s •• 
• {p, q) 

In the calculation of the diagonal matrix element R 
we must take into account only those terms in which 
there are pairs of operators ap1 and ~1 pertaining to 

one state (p1), since the terms containing, for example, 
the quartets of operators pertaining to one state make 
a contribution which vanishes as V- oo. In perfect 
analogy, when V- oo there vanishes the contribution 
to the product RnnR~n from those terms which contain 
pairs of identical operators, both in Rnn and R~n• and 
this means that these operators can be independently 
averaged. 

Further, after such an averaging the obtained values 
differ from FR and FR only in the fact that they contain 
a definite number of particles with momentum k1. How
ever, the contribution of particles with any one momen
tum to FR is of the order of N-\ and therefore it can 
be neglected. The averaging with respect to k1 is then 
carried in (A.I.6) in elementary fashion, and we obtain 
after integration with respect k1: 

M'M M'M ( ) i(Fa+-F8 )a•a = 2k {F,.F8 +(1- n)+(F8 +TF8 T)Tn}o:•o: , A.I.8 

where only the spin indices of the electron, and not of 
the impurity, are transposed. Putting F =A + BS • a, 
we obtain from this formula directly (8). 

A procedure analogous to the one just described can 
also be used to take into account the contribution made 
to the unitarity condition by multiparticle intermediate 
states. This gives rise to integration over the momen
ta of the particles in the intermediate states, and the 
phase volume corresponding to the region of integra
tion is very small (for three-particle states it is pro
portional to the larger of the two quantities T 2 or 
(E- EF) 2 ), and on this basis we neglect the contribution 
from the multiparticle states, just as when T = 0. 

It is of interest to note that in the spinless case, 
when there are no multiparticle intermediate states, 
formula (A. I. 8) is exact. 

The corresponding expression for the amplitude FR 
is of the form FR = a(1- ikar\ just as in the absence 
of the Fermi sphere. This can be verified also directly, 
by solving (6) by a method described in the author's 
paper [101 . 

The· unitarity relation (A.I.8) includes the retarded 
amplitude for FR, and not the "causal" F. This is es
sentially a reflection of the fact that the physical mean
ing is possessed by retarded quantities (for example, 
~),and "causal" quantities are auxiliary. It can be 
shown that the unitarity condition for F is of the form 

i(F+- F) = 2k[FaFa+(i- n)- (FR+TFRT)Tn]. (A.I.9) 

We shall stop to discuss briefly the question of the 
bound states. For simplicity we confine ourselves to 
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the case T = 0. Here, obviously, there can be bound 
states with E < 0 (E -energy of the single-particle 
state), but first, they make no contribution to the uni
tarity condition, and second, they lie far from EF and 
are immaterial to us. There can be no bound states 
with E RJ EF (we are referring, of course, to genuine 
bound states, and not resonances). In fact, in all of 
space (with the exception of the point where the center 
is located) the wave functions of the system satisfy the 
free Schrodinger equation, and therefore when E > 0 
they cannot describe finite motion of any of the parti
cles. We note that this argumentation is valid in the 
case when there in one impurity in the system. If the 
impurities are distributed in the system with a finite 
density, then, generally speaking, a realignment of the 
Fermi surface is possible and formula {8) may turn out 
to be incorrect. However, a discussion of this question 
is beyond the scope of the present paper. 

APPENDIX II 

In this Appendix we calculate the function I(E) which 
enters in {27) with It I, T « EF (t = E - EF). We per
form the calculation with accuracy to terms of the or
der t inclusive, this being needed for the calculation of 
the thermal emf, which will be presented subsequently. 

Let us consider the integral 

J(E) =2kF ) dk'n(k'•) 2k T r dk'~ ei•>< 

0 k'2 -k2-i{) F Jo m (iro-k'2+EF)(k'2-E-i6). 

(A.II.l) 
In the right side of this equality we have represented 
n(k' 2) in the form of a sum over the frequencies (see [51). 

The integral i(E) can be transformed as follows: 

r { ei•>< 1 } l(E)=2kFT J dk' ~ + · 
0 m (iro-~)(k'LE-i6) (ico-k'2+EF)(iro-~) 

' kp .. dk' 
=m-n(E)+2kFT~) -------

k m n(iro-k'2 +EF)(iro-~) '(A.II.2) 

and since I= Ref, we have 

1(~)=2kFT~S. , dk' =-inkFT~--_!l(ro)-
0 (too-k 2 + EF) (iro- ~) m (iro-~)l'EF+ iro 

=-nkFT~____2!l~( 1 -1- 1 ) 
co>0W2 + ~2 fEp+iro fEp-iW 

-inTkF~ ~-1-( i _- 1 ), 
w>0ro2 +~2 l'EF+iro l'Ep-iro (A.II.3) 

where I(t) was broken up into two parts, one even in 
W1) and one odd (h). 

Let us consider first h. It can be written in the 
form 

+nkFT2; -=+--=\_ ~· ( 1 1 
m>oro(ro• + ~2) l'EF + iro 1/EF- iro J ( A.II.4) 

In these sums w = 1TT(2n + 1). When It I, T « EF, we 
can make in the second term the substitution 
-JEF ± iw RJ kF; as a result we get for it 

1 .. 
2nT~2 ~ = x2 ~ ---,--------

ro>oro(ro2 + ~·) n~o(n + '/z)[(n + '/.)2 + x•] 

1 ( 2 1 1 ) 
=2n~b n+'/z- n+'/z+ix- n+'/z-iX 

= 1/z[1Jl(1/z + ix)+ 1Jl(1/z- ix)- 2'¢(1/z)], 
(A.II.5) 

where x = t {21TT)-\ and l/J is the logarithmic derivative 
of the r function. (see the book of Gradshtein and 
Ryzhik[111 ). 

We now calculate the first term in (A.II.4). To this 
end, we break up the sum over w into two parts, from 
w = 1rT to w = 1rT(N- Y~, and from w = ?TT(N +%)to 
infinity, choosing N in such a way, that 1 « N 
« EF(21TT)-I, In the first part we can replace -JEF ± iw 
by kF, after which it is equal to -ln 4Ny (see [111), 

where y = exp C (C is Euler's constant). In the second 
part, the sum can be replaced by an integral, which can 
be readily evaluated and which is equal to ln (1T TN/2EF ). 
Combining the two results and taking (A.II.5) into ac
count, we obtain 

nT 1' [ ( 1 ~i ) ( 1 ~i\ ( 1 )] /t(~)=ln-+- w,-+- +'ll ---j-2'¢,- . 
8EFY 2 2 2nT 2 2nT 2 

{A.II.6) 
the odd part h(t) can be calculated in perfect analogy. 
It is of the form 

(A.II. 7) 

Using the definition of the functions 1/J, we can rep
resent the function h(t) in the following fashion: 

l'~2 +(nT) 2 r {1 et ) ~t ( 8) l1 (~)=ln + J dte-t/2\ _____ cos- A.II. 
4EF 0 t e1 - 1 2nT 

nT r 1 ( ~t ) =In--+ J dte-t/2___ 1-cos- . 
8Epy 0 1- e-t 2nT 

These expressions were used in the main text of the 
article. 
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